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THE ADVANCED SYSTEM OF EDUCATION. I 
The independent scientist and inventor will be unaf 
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attention every year. Formerly the teacher's ltrt was genius, as hitherto; will be uneclipsed by educated 
supposed to consist in instilling into the pupil's mind mediocrity. The training of the average mind will 
the contents of books. Directly or indirectly, school simply give a better equipped and more appreciative 
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about us have been cited by students of ed ucation who extinction. 
have examined pupils of the old time system of schools. -----_ ...... H.H ...... _-----

Tests have been applied by asking the dimensions of lllnsltroollls and Man ure Heal)s. 

objects, with the strangest discrepancies in statement. As grown in old grass pastures, mushrooms are 
But a child who has followed such a course as is gi ven, agreeable and excellent eating, especially if cooked 
for instance, in the public schools of Cleveland, will properly and cooked fresh. Even as produced artifi
have a very strong idea of the relation of things. The cially for the market, they are often quite wholesome, 
annual report of the Board of Education of that city if washed clean and cooked early. But, as is well 
shows a remarkable development of work along the known, says the Lancet (London), mushrooms belong 
line of observation and manual practice. Examples to an order of vegetables of a somewhat low organiza
of drawing executed in the different classes show that tion, and they grow and reproduce themselves with re
the lessons in the real things of life begin with the markable rapidity when sown in decomposing vegeta
younger pupils. The illustrations show a whole class ble matter. Many growers take advantage of this fact 
of children drawing from the life, some of their co- to cultivate mushrooms OIl manure heaps-heaps,that 
pupils serving as models. Numerous reproductions of is to say, not of ordinary farmyard manure, but of the 
the drawings by the pupils show a reasonable amount vile and rotting' filth of every description which is 
of success in what the educated artist finds a difficult gathered together in large towns and delivered to 
task to do adequately. In the higher grades some suburban and country mushroom growers by horse 
really excellent work is shown. wagon or train. Now, plants take up into themselves 

The above report is merely cited as an embodiment the very stuff, modified, on which they grow. Mush
of the modern theory of teaching the young. The rooms grown on matter of this sort select from it those 
change is not in the way of restraining genius-it is parts which they are ahle to assimilate. But the ar
in the way of developing mediocrity. The worker in rangement of the "cap" of the mushroom enables it 
science who is great will still tower above the rest. also to absorb the vapor of the manure, which is a 
The inventor will lose none of his fame. But the back- dangerous poison to man and other animals. Thus 
groulld will be a more pleasing one. the scores or hundreds of radiating plates of which 

The new system wlll not produce an army of great they prinCipally consist are in practice little better 
investigators, but will raise the general level. The qua- than traps for the catching and retaining of more 
lities required by the specialist must be implanted by deadly poisons still. 
nature, The object of the drawing lesson in the school • I ••• 
is not to make artists, but to teach observation-the Illlproved Paving. 

lesson given by the lathe is not so much in the me- The material consists of concrete made of small 
chanic's art as in the use of the hands and eyes. The lumps of emery stone set in Portland cement. The 
object of manual training is at on('e easily understood emery may be in pieces varying from half an inch in 
and often misapprehended. The school employing it diameter down to a pOWder. and is mixed with Port
is not to have its success gaged by the number of land cement in the proportion of three parts of emery 
successful carpenters or machinists among its gradu- to two of cement. The composition prepared in this 
ates. It will prove its worth by the general results I way is used to face ordinary concrete slabs, constitut-
and the effects on the character of the pupils. I ing a weal'ing surface for paving flags, steps, etc. 
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Tbe Durability of Pigments Derived from Coal 
'fir Products. 

A paper on this subject was recently read before 
the Society of Chemical Industry, London, by A. P. 
Laurie, M.A., who said, the method has geen to grind 
a little of the pigment into a stiff paste with water, 
and then to dilute with more water and a few drops 
of a strong solution of pure gum arabic. This dilu
tion was practically the same in each case, and was so 
adjusted that, on stirring up the diluted pigment, 
which was kept in a corked bottle, and then laying on 
a wash with a soft calIlel hair brush, I should get a 
tint of the depth required. These washes of color 
were laid upon Whatlllan paper in five coats, each coat 
covering less of the surface than the ODe laid on before, 
so that at the end, on the top of my strip of paper, I 
had a layer of color five coats thick, and a series of 
coats lying in steps down the paper, till at the bottom 
I had only one coat of color. These washes were so 
regulated in strength that they were not so weak as 
to lIlake one and two indistinct, and not so strong as 
to make fi ve and four indistinct. In practice, I get in 
this way coats closely corresponding for different pig
ments in the strength of colOring effect that they re
present, and while this is, of course, far from a perfect 
method, it yields results which are sufficiently good 
for practical purposes. 

In practice I cmt a little portion from the top of my 
washes of the pigments, and attached it with a piece 
of gum paper to a sheet of glass which was fixed to a 
window with a north exposure. 

To summarize, I can say that alizarin and its de
rivatives and galloflavine form remarkably durable 
lakeil: that some eosine lakes, naphthalene, scarlet, 
and e�ytilrene come next; that after these comes crim
son lake; that next to crimson lake corues acid green, 
while among the very fugitive colors we must place 
methylene blues, methyl violets, brilliant green, and 
some eosine lakes. 

In sOllie cases colors quickly change in tint, but do 
not necessarily fade rapidly. This is probably the worst 
fault a color can possibly have. 

Mr. R. J. Friswell said it was impossible to draw an 
inference from the behavior of a particular dye when 
used in one way as to how it would behave when used 
in another. For instance, eosine, when dyed upon 
wool or cotton, was one of the most fugitive of the 
aniline colors, yet if it were precipitated on baryta 
or lead bases in the proper manner, it was Olle of the 
most permanent. As a manufacturer of dyes, he was 
interested in their permanence when applied to fabrics 
or yarns. He had come to the conclusion that no law 
could be laid down that a particular color was fugitive 
or non-fugitive sui generis. All experiments showed 
this to be absolutely impossible. The permanence of 
a color was a function of the color itself plus the sub
stance with which it was combined. That was shown 
by the behavior of colors of the methyl violet, brilliant 
green, and malachite green series when dyed upon 
starch. The speaker instanced some tubes of starch 
dyer! with one per cent of methyl violet and brilliant 
green. These tubes were prepared about ten years 
ago, and after being shown for months in an exhibi
tion in East London, had been exposed to sun and 
light for years, but were still absolutely unchanged. 
Had wool or cotton been used, the color would have 
disappeared in a few months. To obtain reliable re
sults, Mr. Laurie should ohtain colors the genuine
ness of which could be certified, and should himself 
prepare the lakes to be experimented with. He would 
caution the author against being misled upon one 
point. If he dyed two parts of color upon 50 grammes 
of barium SUlphate and then mixed it with another 
50 grammes of barium sulphate undyed, and compared 
thi;; with another 100 grammes dyed with two per cent, 
the two might, owing to the imperfection of human 
viRion, appear to have the same tint. But as a matter 
of fact he would have double the amount of color un
dergoing the action of light in the one case, just as a 
double depth of solution gave double absorption in 
the spectrum of the colors. The slowness of some 
colors to fade might be accounted for by their pro
ducing dark-colored decomposition products on the 
surface, which had a protective action on the color 
beneath. 

• de • •  
Powdel'ed Zinc for Recovering Pboto. Wastes. 

Dr. Stiebel, of Frankfort, uses zinc in powder to get 
back the gold from toning baths. This agent renders 
excellent service for precipitating neutral or alkaline 
solutions, even when they have a slightly acid reaction. 
The excess of acid is better neutralized by the addi 
tion of alkali, otherwise it would be necessary to 
greatly increase the quantity of zinc powder necflssary 
to weaken this acid, which is not the case when the 
solution is neutral or alkaline. Dr. Stiebel took for 
his experiments a solution of hyposulphite of soda of 
1:5, which contained exactly per liter 1'0988 gr. of 
silver an.d 0'4648 gr. of gOlfl; 250 cubic centimeters 
of this solution were treated with 2'5 gr. of zinc 
powder, which had previously been strongly agitated 
in pure water. The mixture was stirred with care. 
At the end of ten minutes, when the liquid had re-

gained all its limpidity, the filtered solution, treated 
with sulphide of potash, showed no longer any black 
coloration, because it no longer contained silver. 

In the precipitate, Dr. Stiebel found: 0'2715 gr. 
of silver=9S'8-! per cent of the quantity calculated; 
0'1150 gr. of gold=98 '97 per cent of the quantity 
calculated. that is to say, practically the entire quan
tity of the precions metal that had been used. The 
advantages that this method has over the sulphite of 
potash process are twofold. First the gold and the 
silver are obtained by a single operation, then the so· 
lution of liver of sulphur is avoided, pernicious as well 
for the sense of smell as for the products kept in the 
la.boratory. Zinc dust allows the operation to be more 
rapidly performed than with the metal in sheets. On 
the other hand, the gold and silver obtained, especially 
when they are in small quantities, are more regularly 
distributed through the pulverulent matter. It follows 
that in filtering there is less danger of loss. One condi
tion of success is to use exact quanti ties, sa y fi ve times 
the supposed quantity of the precious metal, then to 
only use a very weak acid solution, and to carefully 
distribute the zinc powder in the solution. 

To those \>ho might lllake the objection that the 
method proposed by Dr. Stiebel offers some danger by 
the possible presence of arsenic in the zinc powder, 
which might give rise to arsenical hydrogen, the author 
advises operating in the open air or in a laboratory 
having a good draught.-Paris Photographe; Wih'iOn's 
Mag. 

.. ... ., 
Car Fenders. 

A writer in a New York daily, in solving the fender 
problem, sets forth that the car body should be suf· 
ficiently elevated to allow a person lying upon the 
track to escape contact with it. That as there is usu
ally several feet from forward wheels to front end of 
car, the driver would have six or seven feet additional 
space in which to stop the car before the wheels reach
ed the fallen person. He would place a guard close in 
front of whepls carried very close to track and employ 
Belgian block or asphalt in order to secure the true, 
smooth surface necessary to make the low-running 
fender clear the ground. The writer also says: 

" An ideal condition of roadbed, car and safety de
vice would be, first, and principally, a smooth surface 
road, a car body sufficiently elevated, and a wheel 
guard attached rigidly to and in front of aud entirely 
around the trucks, reaching within one and a half 
inchesof the ground, allowing that space for the oscil
lation of the car truck. This Illeans a complete inclos
ure of the wheel system, and, with a life-saving guard 
at the forward end of the truck running freely over a 
uniform roadbed, would positively discount liability 
of accident." 

The Street Railway Review remarks: Certainly a 
fender that will "fend" is one of the things that is 
surely coming, where it has not already been introduc
ed, and managers must study the question carefully, 
as they will soon have to face it, either of their own 
free will or by ordinance. The elevation of the car 
body, however, would doubtless be generally consider
ed a great objection, making entry and exit slower and 
more difficult, while the steps would still hang as low 
as the generality of car bodies at present. 

• •• •  
A Silnple Photo-engraving llIethod. 

In the March issue of the Inland Printer Mr. W. H. 
Hyslop gives the fol lowing explicit instructions, by fol
lowing which he claims that any one familiar with dry 
plate photography may produce half-tone printing 
blocks. 

Take any of the slower brands of gelatine films-that 
is, those coated on celluloid-and expose behind a 
ruled screen in the usual way, giving, of course, a much 
shorter exposure than given for wet collodion. 

Develop the plate with the usual pyro-soda formulffi 
sent out by the plate makers, and fix in hypo-soda. 
Wash thoroughly, and while this is proceeding make 
up a very hot and saturated solution of chrome alum, 
and have it in a deep tray. 

When the washing is completed, plunge the negative 
into the hot alum solution and keep it there for five or 
ten minutes, when .it wiII swell where it has not been 
exposed to the light and remain sunken where it has 
been exposed . 

From this solution the plate is taken and washed; it 
is then placed in a strong solution of chloride of 
aluminum for ten minutes, then washed again and 
dried over the Htove. 

When dry it is ready for mounting on the block or 
fOf electrotyping. If a small edition of prints is re
quired, an electrotype is unneceesary, because the 
film is already as hard and as difficult to injure as a 
copper block. It only remains, therefore, in this case 
to mount the film on a type-high block with celluloid 
cement, as used for celluloid electrotypes, and it will 
stand all the impressions desired. Where a large 
edition is desired the film may be sent to the electro
typers and manipulated in the usual way. 

There is no douht, concludes Mr. Hyslop, but that 
this is the process of the future, being quicker, simpler, 
and cheaper than present methods; indeed, it seems 
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impossible that cuts can ever be made at a less price 
than by this method. 

.. fe," 
Scientific Sa£e llIaking-!lIallufacture of Burglar 

Proof Sale ... 

The latest burglar proof safes and vaults are mag
nificent specimens of skillful workmanship. Although 
the doors often weigh tons, they swing as easily on 
their hinges as a window shutter. After the first great 
door is thrown back and displays its glittering array of 
bright locks, its glass incased clocks and its 8mooth 
steel bolts, there is another door almost as strong, with 
bolts and locks of its own. When this is open, it re
veals three other doors. The upper two are of thin 
steel and have no locks. Only papers and books are 
to be kept in the little pockets or pigeon holes which 
they inclose. 

D nder them and sh u tting in the cash drawer there 
is the third door with its own lock and bolts. In this 
safe the size of the cabh repository bears about the 
same relation to the size of the whole safe as a pump
kin seed does to the pumpkin. AntI it is not only 
burglar proof, but fire proof-warranted, in fact, to 
stand for at least seventy-five hours the greatest 
amount of heat that any burning building could give it. 

The making of a safe of this kind is a complicated 
and expensive operation, in the opinion of the Chicago 
Record. All the steel used comes in the form of plates 
from the works. After having the necessary screw
holes bored in them they are heated to a high tempera
ture and then tempered by suddenly immersing them 
in water. When they come out they are often a little 
twisted and warped and have to be rolled cold and 
sometimes polished clean by a swiftly moving emery 
wheel. The noise of this operation is ear-splitting and 
so rasping that a man with ordinary nerves can hardly 
endure it. When the plate is perfectly level it is trans
ferred to another machine, where it is clamped tight, 
and atl emery wheel shaves off the edges. 

The plates are now put together, first one of bard 
steel, then one of wrought iron or soft steel, and so on 
until the necessary thickness is obtained. From the 
iron the safe receives its tenacious qualities-it cannot 
be cracked or broken as easily as steel-and th e steel 
im parts a h ardness that defies the burglar's drill. The 
screws are also made of combined steel and iron. Each 
of them is only long enough to reach through two 
plates, and the screws which join the third, fourth and 
fifth plates to the first are never directly under any 
other screws, so that there is no chance for a burglar 
to bore down through a row of screws. The plates are 
also drawn very close together, for if any space was 
left between them, a safeblower might succeed in get
ting his dynanIite into it. 

Between the interior and exteri01' walls of the safe a 
large amount of hydraulic cement, combined with 
other ingredients, usually according to a secret re
ceipt, is packed solidly. In case of fire the theory is 
that the water in the cement-ahout 43 per cent -will, 
owing to the heat of the outside covering, become 
steam, partially, at least, and be driven close to the 
inner wall. Here it will remain and furnish a 
blanket impervious to heat. All the bolts are cyl
indrical and from an inch up to two inches· in dia
meter. Combination locks are now used exclusively. 
The mechanism of most of them is extremely simple. 
In one lock there are a number of round brass disks or 
'. tum biers," each pivoted at the center on a small 
shaft which runs through the safe door and connects 
with the lock knob. Each tumbler has a slit in it just 
t.he size of the steel arm which controls the bolts aud 
reaching nearly back to the center. When all these 
slits are together and pointing in exactly the same di
rection, the arm slips into them and the bolts can be 
thrown. But if the slit in a single one of the tumb
lers is even a thousandth of an inch out of line, the 
arm will not slip back. The disks are set a short dis
tance apart, and small screws with big heads are 
fastened at random over them. A� these strike to
gether in turning, the tumblers whirl, and a man 
might turn the lock knob a thousand years without 
once getting the slits in all the tumblers together. But 
the man who knows just how far to turn one way and 
then how far back again according to the combination 
numbers has no trouble at all. 

The combination and numbers are easily changed by 
changing the screws in the disk. Many of the best 
safes and vaults are now being provided with time 
locks. Two and sometimes three clocks are inclosed 
in glass cases just inside the safe door. When the 
door is locked, no one can open it again until the 
clock hauds have traveled the set distance ar01lnd the 
dial, and touched a little trigger which releases the 
bolts. More than one clock is used, so that if one runs 
down the others will go on and perform their duty. In 
the big banks the vaults are closed about five o'clock 
in the evening and set to open a little before nine 
o'clock in the ,morning. It is a general impression 
that an expert burglar can open a combination lock 
by listening to the clicking sounds, but dealers say it 
is not possible for any one to do it. If a safe owner 
forgets his combination, the safe has·to be bored into 
-there is no other way of opening it. 
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